
OGMCOAL DNR < ogmcoal@utah.gov> 

Re: 2nd Quarter Flume Readings Grassy Trail
1 message

Steve Christensen < stevechristensen@utah.gov> Mon, Dec 30, 2013 at 11:14 AM 
To: "Leonard, JD" <jleonard@coalsource.com> 
Cc: "Hibbs, David" <dhibbs@coalsource.com>, "ogmcoal@utah.gov" <ogmcoal@utah.gov>, "Marshall, Jay" 
<jmarshall@coalsource.com> 

JD,

We've still got issues.  

1)  FLUME DATA:  I can't make heads or tails of the flume data that you sent JD.  Please format it so it's 
readily apparent what the numbers mean (i.e. cfs, gpm etc.).  The data needs to be formatted so it's clear 
as to what the numbers represent.  Please send the upper left flume data as well so I can verify the low 
flow values for the report.

2)  UPDES 001:  I still need 1st quarter 2013 data for outfall 001.  I've asked for that several times now. 
Additionally, the November 2012 sample for 001 has not been provided.  

Just a reminder that all of the 3rd quarters data will need to be in the pipeline by the end of business 
tomorrow (including  the data for all 4 flumes in a format that I can use).  I just looked in the pipeline and 
didn't see anything.  

Please call me if you have questions. 

Regards,
Steve

On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 5:21 PM, Leonard, JD >jleonard@coalsource.com<  wrote:

Hi Steve,

Attached is the 2nd Quarter Flume Readings for the West Ridge Mine.  The upper left flume often times 
had no flow and when it did the flow it was too small for the flume to read the flow.

I have addressed all of the other missing items on your email for the West Ridge Mine also any missing 
data from Lila Canyon 1st and 2nd Quarter have been entered and ok’d into the database.  

Thank you for your patience.

Thank You,

JD Leonard
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Engineer Tech

Utah American Energy, Inc.

West Ridge Mine, Inc.

(435)888-4000

-- 
Steve Christensen
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 W North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 538-5350
stevechristensen@utah.gov
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